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Main Findings 1. West German regions which (for exogenous reasons) had strong social ties to East Germany prior to 1989 experienced a large rise in income per capita after the fall of the Berlin Wall. 2. The presence of households who have social ties to the East affects regional economic growth through I I



I



an expansion in local entrepreneurial activity; increased likelihood of direct investment in East Germany by firms headquartered in the region. a rise in the personal income of the households who have social ties to East;



3. The evidence supports a causal interpretation of these relationships: Social ties were an important cause of regional economic growth in West Germany.



Motivation I



Economic sociologists: Economic success of any entity (household, firm, region) depends on its position in the social structure of the marketplace. (Granovetter, 1985; Burt 1992).



I



Personal relationships which form for non-economic reasons are important determinants of economic development. Tantalizing stories, e.g. (Saxenian, 1999):



I



- Engineers migrate from Bangalore to Silicon Valley - Use their social network to set up outsourcing operations in Bangalore; Give Silicon Valley firms access to low-cost labor. → Excel at their personal careers. → Trigger rise of Bangalore as a hub for IT services.
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Personal relationships which form for non-economic reasons are important determinants of economic development. Tantalizing stories, e.g. (Saxenian, 1999):
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- Engineers migrate from Bangalore to Silicon Valley - Use their social network to set up outsourcing operations in Bangalore; Give Silicon Valley firms access to low-cost labor. → Excel at their personal careers. → Trigger rise of Bangalore as a hub for IT services.



Could social ties between individuals affect the economic growth of entire regions?



Could social ties affect economic growth?



Micro theory: social ties between individuals may 1. reduce search frictions and informational asymmetries (Varian, 1990; Stiglitz, 1990); 2. sustain economic transactions by providing ‘social collateral’ (Greif 1993; Besley and Coate, 1995). → Plausible that social ties could affect economic growth. However, no evidence on the causal relationship between social ties and aggregate economic outcomes. How could we ever test such a hypothesis?



Could social ties affect economic growth? Fundamental Problem: Social ties are endogenous to economic activity. A. Individuals may form social ties B. and choose where to live in anticipation of future economic benefits. ⇒ Causal effects of social ties on aggregate outcomes are hard or impossible to identify.



Could social ties affect economic growth? Fundamental Problem: Social ties are endogenous to economic activity. A. Individuals may form social ties B. and choose where to live in anticipation of future economic benefits. ⇒ Causal effects of social ties on aggregate outcomes are hard or impossible to identify. The fall of the Berlin Wall provides a natural experiment which enables us to overcome both of these difficulties.



Contribution Affinity between Regions and Macro Outcomes I Correlations with FDI, trade in goods, trade in assets, Rauch & Trindade (2002); Guiso, Sapienza & Zingales (2009) →



Provide causally identified evidence.



→ Examine economic growth directly. Evidence on Social ties and Micro Outcomes I Finance: Cohen, Frazzini & Mazlloy (2008); Hochberg, Ljungqvist & Lu (2007); Kuhnen (2009), Shue (2011) I



Labor, Develpment: Laschever (2007); Beaman (2007); Conley & Udry (2009)



→



Identify microeconomic underpinnings.



Network-Based Models I Kranton & Minehart (2001); Calvo-Armengol & Jackson (2004); Karlan et



al. (2009)
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Natural Experiment, History & Data Empirical Strategy Data Social Ties and Regional Economic Growth Mechanism: Entrepreneurial Activity Mechanism: Firm Investment Mechanism: Household Income



Natural Experiment



Two features of German history are key to our empirical strategy: A. Social ties between West and East Germans unexpectedly take on economic value after the fall of the Berlin Wall. B. The interaction of wartime destruction with large flows of migrants post WWII resulted in an exogenous source of variation in regional distribution of individuals with social ties to East Germany.



A. Social Ties Between East and West
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Natural Experiment



Two features of German history are key to our empirical strategy: A. Social ties between West and East Germans unexpectedly take on economic value after the fall of the Berlin Wall. B. The interaction of wartime destruction with large flows of migrants post WWII resulted in an exogenous source of variation in regional distribution of individuals with social ties to East Germany.



B. Exogenous Variation in Regional Distribution 1945 End of WWII



1961 Border is sealed 1989 The Berlin Wall falls
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Wartime Destruction



B. Exogenous Variation in Regional Distribution 1945 End of WWII - 3.5m Expellees (Sov. S.) - 6.5m Expellees (Direct) - 3.0m Refugees
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B. Exogenous Variation in Regional Distribution 1945 End of WWII - 3.5m Expellees (Sov. S.) - 6.5m Expellees (Direct) - 3.0m Refugees



Wartime Destruction, Housing Crisis 1949 2 Germanys founded 1961 Border is sealed 1989 The Berlin Wall falls



Expellees migrate z }| {z 1945 1949
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Overview of Data



Outcomes: Region-level - Income Growth - Entrepr. Share - Entrepr. Income Firm-level - Direct Investment Household-level - Income Growth 1945 1949



1961



1989



Summary Statistics
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Summary Statistics



Overview of Data Social Ties: Expellees (Sov. Sector) Expellees (Direct)



Social Ties: Ties to Relatives in East Germany Outcomes: Region-level - Income Growth - Entrepr. Share - Entrepr. Income Firm-level - Direct Investment
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Overview of Data Social Ties: Expellees (Sov. Sector) Expellees (Direct)



Social Ties: Ties to Relatives in East Germany Outcomes: Region-level - Income Growth - Entrepr. Share - Entrepr. Income



Instrument: Housing Destroyed Rubble ? 1945 1949



Firm-level - Direct Investment



? 1961



Household-level ?- Income Growth 1989



Summary Statistics



Outline Natural Experiment, History & Data Social Ties and Regional Economic Growth Estimation Strategy: Region-level Analysis First Stage IV Estimates Validity of the Exclusion Restriction Mechanism: Entrepreneurial Activity Mechanism: Firm Investment Mechanism: Household Income



Estimation Strategy: Region-level Analysis Data on 71 West German regions



.



First Stage: xrs = δwrs + Zrs ζ + νrs , where xrs is the share of expellees (Sov. sector) in 1961 in region r and state s, wrs is a measure of wartime destruction, and Zrs are the same controls as in the second stage. Second Stage:  log



yrs,1995 yrs,1989



 = βx ˆrs + Zrs γ + β νˆrs + rs ,



where yrs is income per capita between 1989 and 1995, Zrs include log of per capita income growth between 1985 and 1989, income in 1989, distance to the East German border and state fixed effects.



First Stage Estimates Region-level Table 2 - Wartime Destruction and Social Ties Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 (1) (2) (3) Share Housing Destroyed ’46



-0.019** (0.004)



-0.020*** (0.005)



Rubble p.c. ’46 Distance to East Log Income p.c. 1989



R2 N



-0.102** (0.043)



-0.005*** (0.001) 0.042*** (0.012)



-0.005*** (0.001) 0.047*** (0.013) -0.026 (0.024)



-0.044*** (0.013) -0.005*** (0.001) 0.043*** (0.014) -0.020 (0.024)



0.918 71



0.920 71



0.905 71



Log Income p.c. ’89/’85



Share Ties to Relatives ’91 (4)



-0.049*** (0.011) 0.246* (0.130) -0.204 (0.258) 0.596 71



Notes: All regressions include state fixed-effects. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Clustering the standard errors to allow for spatial correlation reenforces the results, except for column 4 where the standard error of the coefficient on ‘Share Housing Destroyed ’46’ rises to 0.053 (corresponding to a p-value of 0.092).



Reduced Form



IV Estimates Region-level



Estimator



Table 3 - Social Ties and Income Growth Log Income p.c. ’95/’89 (1) (2) (3) OLS IV IV



Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 Distance to East Log Income p.c. 1989 Log Income p.c. ’89/’85



1.963*** (0.574) 0.008** (0.003) -0.189*** (0.060) -0.362*** (0.083)



2.442*** (0.880) 0.011** (0.004) -0.209*** (0.060) -0.355*** (0.086)



Share Working in Manufacturing ’89



2.428*** (0.882) 0.008** (0.004) -0.221*** (0.059) -0.307*** (0.080) -0.223** (0.097)



Migration from East ’91-’95 N Instruments



71 -



71 Housing



71 Housing



Notes: All regressions include state FE. Robust standard errors are given in parentheses.



(4) IV 2.366*** (0.878) 0.011** (0.004) -0.206*** (0.062) -0.353*** (0.087)



0.349 (1.130) 71 Housing
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71 Housing



(4) IV 2.366*** (0.878) 0.011** (0.004) -0.206*** (0.062) -0.353*** (0.087)



0.349 (1.130) 71 Housing



Notes: All regressions include state FE. Robust standard errors are given in parentheses.



I I



The estimated effect is large: One standard deviation rise in expellees (0.019) implies 4.3% more growth for the entire region. Robust to a wide range of plausible variations.



Exclusion Restriction Wartime destruction in 1946 (or any omitted variable) has no direct effect on changes in the growth rate of income per capita post 1989 other than through its effect on the settlement of migrants who have social ties to the East. Timing I



Wartime destruction has no effect on



I



and no effect on



population growth



income per capita



prior to 1989



post 1960.



Placebo treatment I



Include shares of Expellees (Sov. Sector) and Expellees (Direct) in the regression



- No systematic differences conditional on our standard controls between regions in which the two groups settle in 1989. → Expellees (Direct) should have no effect on growth post 1989 as they never settled in East Germany.



Placebo Treatment Region-level Table 4 - Placebo (1) (2) (OLS) (IV) Log Income p.c. ’95/’89 Sh. Exp. (Sov. Sector) ’61 Sh. Exp. (Direct) ’61



2.131*** (0.706) -0.092 (0.150)



3



Rubble ’46 (m p.c.)



0.600 71 -



(4) (First Stage) Ex. (Sov. S.) Ex. (Direct)



3.422* (1.809) -0.350 (0.624)



Sh. Housing Dest. ’46



R2 N Instruments



(3)



0.557 71 Housing & Rubble



-0.020*** (0.006) 0.002 (0.015)



-0.026 (0.018) -0.107** (0.046)



0.920 71 -



0.821 71 -



Notes: All specifications include state fixed-effects and control for Distance to East, Log Income p.c. 1989, and Log income p.c. ’89/’85. Robust standard errors in parentheses.



Summary Statistics



Outline



Natural Experiment, History & Data Social Ties and Regional Economic Growth Mechanism: Entrepreneurial Activity Mechanism: Firm Investment Mechanism: Household Income



Social Ties and Entrepreneurial Activity Region-level



Table 5 - Social Ties and Entrepreneurial Activity (1) (2) Income ’95/’89 (p.c., log) Entrepreneurs Non-Entrepren. (3SLS) Share Expellees (Sov. S.) ’61 Inc. Entrepren.’89 (p.c., log)



4.516*** (1.668) -0.622*** (0.147)



Inc. Non-Entrepren.’89 (p.c., log)



1.491** (0.676)



R N Stad. Region-Level Controls



0.322* (0.163)



-2.079*** (0.456)



Share Entrepreneurs ’89 2



(3) Share Entrepren. 1995 (IV)



0.577 71 yes



0.661 71 yes



0.496*** (0.104) 0.794 71 yes



Notes: Coefficient estimates from instrumental variable regressions at the regional level. Specifications in columns 1 & 2 jointly estimated. Robust standard errors in parentheses. All regressions control for a region’s distance to the former East German border, the log of mean per capita income in 1989 and the log of the ratio of mean per capita income in 1989 and 1985. All regressions include 10 state fixed effects.



Outline



Natural Experiment, History & Data Social Ties and Regional Economic Growth Mechanism: Entrepreneurial Activity Mechanism: Firm Investment Mechanism: Household Income



Estimation Strategy: Firm-level Analysis



I



Data: 2007 data on 19,387 West German Firms who have their headquarters and at least one subsidiary or branch in the West (ORBIS). Summary Statistics



I



Outcome: Dummy variable that is one if the firm has at least one subsidiary or branch in the East.



I



Relate to Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) (instrumented with wartime destruction), a set of sector fixed effects, and our standard region level controls: 0



bkr,2007 = β f sr,1989 + φf log yr,1989 + Zkdr ζ f + εfkr



IV - Subsidiaries and Branches in East Germany Firm-level



PANEL A



Table 6A - Social Ties and Firm Investment (1) (2) (3) S. & B. in East Germany (Dummy)



Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 S. & B. in West Germany (log)



1.579** (0.689) 0.118*** (0.007)



1.469** (0.654) 0.118*** (0.007) -0.008 (0.005) -0.032 (0.041)



0.123 19387



0.124 19387



Distance to East Income 1989 (p.c., log) Income ’89/’85 (p.c., log) R2 N



1.556** (0.693) 0.118*** (0.007) -0.008 (0.005) -0.017 (0.039) -0.079 (0.067) 0.124 19387



Notes: All regressions include state fixed-effects and 10 industry dummies. Standard errors clustered by district are given in parentheses.



Placebo Treatment Firm-level Table 6B - Placebo (1) (2) (3) PANEL A: S. & B. in East Germany Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 1.579** 1.469** 1.556** (0.689) (0.654) (0.693) PANEL B: Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61



S. & B. in Poland 0.281** 0.290** (0.137) (0.133)



PANEL C: Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61



S. & B. in Old EU Countries 0.060 0.377 0.459 (0.580) (0.527) (0.540)



PANEL D: Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61



S. & B. in New EU, excl. P. 0.188 0.185 0.182 (0.206) (0.206) (0.218)



PANEL E: Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61



S. & B. in Non-EU Countries 0.034 0.139 0.115 (0.304) (0.276) (0.287)



0.289** (0.140)



Notes: All regressions include state fixed-effects and 10 industry dummies. All specifications mimic those in Panel A. Standard errors clustered by district are given in parentheses.



Outline



Natural Experiment, History & Data Social Ties and Regional Economic Growth Mechanism: Entrepreneurial Activity Mechanism: Firm Investment Mechanism: Household Income Results Spill-Over Effects



Estimation Strategy: Household-level Analysis I



Data: Panel of 1911 West-German households (GSOEP). Summary Statistics



I



As there was no economic benefit for keeping social ties pre 1989 we can identify the household-level effects with the OLS regression:   yir,1995 log = βTir + Zir γ + ir , yir,1989 where Tir is a dummy for having relatives in East Germany and Zir are controls including income growth between 1985 and 1989, income in 1989, distance to the East German border, gender, age, age squared and a set of regional fixed effects.



I



Conditional on these control variables there are no statistically significant differences between households with and without ties in 1989 in education, unemployment, entrepreneurial activity, wealth, capital income, or optimism aggregate economic situation.



Social Ties and Household Income Table 8 - Social Ties and Household Income Income p.c. ’95/’89 (log) (1) (2) (3) (4) Ties to Relatives ’91



0.049** (0.023)



Years of Educ. ’89 (Years of Educ. ’89)



0.044** (0.021)



0.047** (0.023)



0.050** (0.023)



0.049** (0.023)



0.043 (0.061) 0.000 (0.002)



2



Wealth ’89 (log)



0.018*** (0.005)



Entrepreneur ’89



0.058 (0.071)



Not Employed ’89



Region Fixed Effects R2 N



(5)



-0.028 (0.045) yes 0.288 1911



yes 0.326 1911



yes 0.294 1911



yes 0.288 1911



yes 0.288 1911



Notes: All regressions control for income in 1989 (log), income growth 1985-1989 (log), gender, age, and age squared. All regressions include region fixed effects. The standard errors are clustered on regional level to account for spatial dependence. All regressions are weighted by the inverse of the sampling probability provided by the SOEP.



Show Controls



East Germans



Summary Statistics



Timing Household-level



Placebo: Social Ties vs. Local Knowledge Household-level Table 10 Social Ties vs. Local Knowledge Income p.c. ’95/’89 (log) (1) (2) (3) Ties to Relatives’91



0.057** (0.023)



0.061*** (0.023)



Ties to Relatives&Friends’91 Lived in East



-0.052 (0.043)



Lived East x Relatives’91



(4)



-0.004 (0.062) -0.062 (0.083)



0.053*** (0.019) -0.047 (0.046)



0.052*** (0.019) -0.081* (0.046)



0.289 1911



0.038 (0.064) 0.289 1911



Lived East x Rel.&Friends’91. R2 N



0.289 1911



0.289 1911



Notes: All regressions control for income in 1989 (log), income growth 1985-1989 (log), gender, age, and age squared. All regressions include region fixed effects. The standard errors are clustered on regional level to account for spatial dependence. All regressions are weighted by the inverse of the sampling probability provided by the SOEP.



→ Effect on income present only for households who know people, not places.



Interesting Details



A Social Multiplier - Households with ties to the East appear to internalize only part of the income gain which they generate at the regional level. → Positive spill-overs to households who do not have direct social ties to the East. Heterogenous Effects: Age I



The youngest quartile of household heads is too young to remember living in the East but benefits as much from their social ties to the East as the oldest.



Heterogenous Effects: Wealth I



Richer households do not appear to profit more or less from their social ties to the East than others.



Conclusion I



Use German reunification as a natural experiment allowing us to identify a causal effect of social ties between individuals on macroeconomic outcomes.



I



Find that social ties can indeed facilitate regional economic growth, stimulate entrepreneurial activity, and drive the investment decisions of firms.



→ Findings give a new perspective on otherwise puzzling correlations between ‘trust’, ‘co-ethnic networks’, and growth. → highlight the relevance of network-based models of economic interaction. → suggest a channel through which migration may affect long-run economic development.



Appendix



Wartime Destruction Percentage of cities’ 1939 housing stock destroyed in 1945 German cities were heavily destroyed: - 32% of housing stock destroyed by allied strategic bombings, 1942-1945. - Since 1942 doctrine of fire/carpet bombing was explicitly aimed at destroying cities. 50% of bombs deployed hit settlements while 12% hit industry. Severe housing crisis: - Up until 1961 13 million refugees and expellees arrived in West Germany. Settlement of Expellees: - Up until 1960, the lack of housing was an important concern both in the official policies and the economic forces driving the allocation of expellees and refugees across West Germany. Back



Determinants of Wartime Destruction



Summary Statistics



Determinants of Wartime Destruction



Cities most heavily destroyed were - Those that were easy to find and recognize (bombing mostly at night). - Those that had an old, flammable city center. - Those closer to the British bases (short nights during summer). - Those that were targeted towards the end of the war (Allies had learned how to cause fire storms). See Kurowski (1977) and Friedrich (2002). Back



First Stage - Scatter Region-level Figure 1: Share Expellees and Share Housing Stock Destroyed
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Notes: The figure is a conditional scatterplot of our measure of war destruction and the share of expellees at the regional level. In the first stage regression underlying this plot we control for distance to the former East German border, the log of per capita income in 1989, the log of the ratio of per capita income in 1989 and 1985 and a full set state fixed effects. Results from this regression are presented in column 2 of table 2. The solid line depicts the estimated linear relation between war destruction and the share of expellees.
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Social Ties and Expellees Region-level
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Figure 2: Share Ties to Relatives and Share Expelleees
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Notes: The figure is a scatterplot of our two measures of social ties at the regional level: the share of expellees and the share of individuals responding to have relatives in East Germany. The solid line depicts the estimated linear relations from an ordi− nary least squares regresssion of the share of expellees via the Soviet Sector on the share of individuals with relatives in the East and a constant. The coefficient estimate is 3.41 (robust s.e.=0.54) is significant at the 1% level.
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Figure 3: Income Growth and Share Housing Destroyed
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Conditional Scatterplot



Income ’95/’89 (p.c., log) | X −.05 0 .05



NIEDERS. NORD NIEDERSACHSEN HB LÜNEBURG



NORDSCHWARZWALD



BREMERHAVEN (NIEDERS.) RHEIN−MAIN−TAUNUS KREFELD MÜNSTER TRIER DONAU−ILLER (BAY.) UNTERMAIN BIELEFELD WESTPFALZ SCHLESWIG−H. HH DONAU−WALD ALLGÄU REGENSBURG BREMEN BAYERISCHER UNTERMAIN LANDSHUT NECKAR−ALB MITTELFRANKEN ESSEN MÜNCHEN STARKENBURG SÜDOSTOBERBAYERN BONN OLDENBURG SCHWARZWALD−BAAR−HEUBERG OSTWÜRTTEMBERG OBERFRANKEN−WEST SÜDLICHER OBERRHEIN AUGSBURG BOCHUM MITTLERER OBERRHEIN HAMBURG OBERFRANKEN−NORD KÖLN HANNOVER DÜSSELDORF MÖNCHENGLADBACH OSTHOLSTEIN DUISBURG MAIN−RHÖN HAGEN RHEINHESSEN−NAHE FRANKEN MITTELHESSEN MITTELRHEIN−WESTERWALD AACHEN DORTMUND−SAUERLAND MITTELHOLSTEIN BREMERHAVEN WESTMITTELFRANKEN UNTERER NECKAR OSNABRÜCK MITTLERER NECKAR SIEGEN GÖTTINGEN DONAU−ILLER (BA−WÜ) OSTHESSENWUPPERTAL NORDHESSEN BRAUNSCHWEIG OBERPFALZ−NORDRHEINPFALZ



PADERBORN WÜRZBURG OSTFRIESLAND
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Notes: The figure is a conditional scatterplot of the log of the ratio of per capita income in 1995 and 1989. The labels present names of the regions. In the reduced form regression underlying this plot we control for distance to the former East German border, the log of per capita income in 1989, the log of the ratio of per capita income in 1989 and 1985 and a full set state fixed effects. Results from this regression are presented in column 2 of panel C of table 2. The solid line depicts the estimated linear relation between the log of the ratio of per capita income in 1995 and 1989 and war destruction.
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West German Regions
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Wartime Destruction and Population Growth City-level



Coefficient Estimate and CI on Destroyed Flats −1 −.5 0 .5



Figure 4: Effect of WWII Destruction on Population Growth
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Year Notes: The figure depicts coefficient estimates and 90% confidence intervals for the coefficient on war destructions for 9 separate city level regressions. Each regression uses as dependent variable the population growth in between the dates specified on the horizontal axis (which are the years for which we have data) and includes as explanatory variables the share of expellees and a constant. The black dashed line indicate the period of WWII. The blue dashed line indicates the time of German reunification. The standard errors are calculated using the Huber−White correction to account for potential heteroscedasticity.
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Summary Statistics



Table 1 - Summary Statistics N Mean Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 Share Expellees (Direct) ’61 Share of Housing Destroyed ’46 Growth ’95-’89 S&B in Eastern Germany ’07 (Dummy) Share S&B in Eastern Germany ’07



Back to Map



Std.Dev.



Min



Max



71 71 71 71



.048 .119 .321 .246



.019 .045 .211 .033



.018 .032 .014 .143



.097 .224 .956 .324



19387 19387



0.077 0.026



0.268 0.103



0 0



1 0.9



Back to Overview of Data



Back to Direct Investment



Summary Statistics Appendix Table 3A - Summary Statistics (Census ’71) (1) (2) (3) West German Expel. (Sov. S.) Expel. (Direct) Income ’71



809.7 (487.8) [227648] 9.81 (1.50) [322240]



777.8 (460.3) [7681] 9.80 (1.59) [10120]



764.4 (446.0) [38253] 9.72 (1.46) [49638]



Labour Force Participation ’71 Entrepreneur ’71



0.55 0.06



0.52 0.03



0.54 0.03



Primary Sector ’71 Production and Construction ’71 Services and Trade ’71 Government ’71



0.12 0.44 0.32 0.11



0.04 0.51 0.33 0.12



0.05 0.53 0.30 0.13



Years of Schooling ’71



Notes: The table shows means, standard deviations in parentheses and the number of observations in square brackets. Data is from the 1971 edition of the German Census. Column 2 shows summary statistics for expellees via Soviet sector. Column 3 shows summary statistics for direct expellees. Column 1 shows data for all remaining individuals excluding refugees. Income in 1971 is given in German Marks. All other variables except years of schools are shares. The labour force participation and entrepreneurial share are given relative to the entire population. The sectorial distribution is given relative to all working individuals.



Placebo



Regional Characteristics Appendix Table 3B - Expellee Settlement & Regional Characteristics ’89 (1) (2) (3) Coefficient p-value Outcome Variable Ex. (Sov. Sector) Ex. (Direct) (H0 : Equality) Years of Schooling ’89 Share Entrepreneur ’89 Share Unemployed ’89 Sh. Employed in Agriculture ’89 Sh. Employed in Manufacturing ’89 Sh. Employed in Services ’89 Sh. Employed in Government ’89



-0.398 (2.108) 0.017 (0.161) -0.130 (0.121) -0.406* (0.240) 0.877 (0.806) 0.447 (0.558) -0.323 (0.355)



-0.538 (0.678) 0.033 (0.047) -0.036 (0.031) 0.151* (0.081) -0.022 (0.222) -0.195 (0.162) 0.005 (0.066)



0.956 0.937 0.509 0.059 0.350 0.338 0.395



Notes: Results from ordinary least squares regressions of the outcome variable shown in the leftmost column on Share Expellees (Soviet Sector), the Share Expellees (Direct) and the same controls as column 3 of Table ??. Each row represents an independent regression and we only report the coefficient estimates on the shares of the two types of expellees in column 1 and column 2. Column 3 gives the p-value of a t-test of the equality of the coefficients in column 1 and 2.
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Summary Statistics Table 10 - Summary Statistics (Household Level Data) All Ties No Ties p-Value (N=1911) (N=597) (N=1314) Age ’90 Gender Years of Education ’89 Income 1989 (SOEP) Capital Income ’89 Entrepreneur ’89 Not Employed ’89



51.2 (14.6) 0.29 (0.46) 12.21 (1.84) 3304 (1856) 783 (1729) 0.046 (0.209) 0.075 (0.263)



51.5 (15.0) 0.33 (0.47) 12.12 (1.80) 3219 (1935) 799 (1867) 0.045 (0.207) 0.079 (0.270)



50.4 (13.6) 0.22 (0.41) 12.42 (1.91) 3492 (1656) 746 (1378) 0.047 (0.212) 0.065 (0.247)



0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.54 0.85 0.29



Notes: Columns 1-3 show means and standard deviations in parentheses for our sample of households from the SOEP panel. We selected only households which were in the panel in all of 1985, 1989 and 1995. Income in 1989 and capital income in 1989 are reported in German Marks. The variables Entrepreneur ’89 and Not Employed ’89 are dummy variables indicating whether the household head is entrepreneur and not working, respectively. Column 1 shows data for all observations in our sample. Column 2 shows data for households with ties to relatives in East Germany. Column 3 shows data for households without ties to relatives in East Germany. Column 4 shows p-values of a t-test testing the equivalence of the means shown in column 2 and 3. See data appendix for details.
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Reduced Form Estimates Region-level Table 2 - Reduced Form Log Income p.c. ’95/’89 (1) (2) (3) Share Housing Destroyed ’46



-0.048** (0.020)



Rubble p.c. ’46 Log Income p.c. 1989 Distance to East Log Income p.c. ’89/’85



-0.095* (0.054) -0.002 (0.004) -0.418*** (0.095)



-0.060** (0.027) 0.046 (0.071) -0.093* (0.054) -0.002 (0.004) -0.419*** (0.096)



Share Working in Industry ’89



-0.048** (0.020)



-0.047** (0.020)



-0.101* (0.054) -0.003 (0.004) -0.393*** (0.092) -0.114 (0.082)



-0.095* (0.054) -0.001 (0.004) -0.414*** (0.098)



Migration from East ’91-’95 N



71



71



(4)



71



0.334 (1.409) 71



Notes: All regressions include state fixed-effects. Robust standard errors in parentheses.



First Stage



Pre-Existing Trend Region-level



Table 3b - IV Estimation Log Income p.c. ’95/’89 (1) (2) Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 Distance to East (100km)



2.169** (0.947) 0.011** (0.004)



Income ’89/’85 (p.c., log) Income 1989 (p.c., log)



-0.267*** (0.068)



2.442*** (0.880) 0.011** (0.004) -0.355*** (0.086) -0.209*** (0.060)



Income 1985 (p.c., log) 2



R N Instruments



0.505 71 Housing



0.590 71 Housing



Log Income p.c. ’89/’85 (3) 0.560 (1.024) 0.002 (0.007)



-0.091 (0.079) 0.374 71 Housing



Notes: All regressions include state FE. Robust standard errors are given in parentheses.



GMM Estimates
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GMM Estimates Region-level Table 4 - GMM Using Panel Structure (1) Share Expellees × 1995 Share Expellees × 1993 Share Expellees × 1991 Share Expellees × 1989 Share Expellees × 1987 Log Income p.c. 1985



2.332** (0.960) 1.863* (0.958) 1.719* (0.958) 0.518 (0.958) -0.317 (0.960) 0.873*** (0.037)



Log Income p.c. 1987



Log Income p.c. (2) 2.375*** (0.886) 1.906** (0.883) 1.762** (0.883) 0.561 (0.886)



0.859*** (0.038) -0.511*** (0.069)



Log Income p.c. ’87/’85 Log Income p.c. 1989 Log Income p.c. ’89/’85 N



(3) 2.080** (0.830) 1.612* (0.828) 1.468* (0.830)



355



284



0.861*** (0.041) -1.009*** (0.136) 213



All specifications include state-year fixed-effects and control for Distance to East. Asymptotically efficient two-step GMM estimates, allowing for first-order autocorrelation.
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Social Ties and Household Income - Controls Table 8 - Social Ties and Household Income Income p.c. ’95/’89 (log) (1) (2) (3) (4) Ties to Relatives ’91



Inc. 1989 (log) Inc. ’89/’85 (log) Gender Age ’90 (Age ’90)2



Region Fixed Effects R2 N



(5)



0.049** (0.023)



0.044** (0.021)



0.047** (0.023)



0.050** (0.023)



0.049** (0.023)



-0.338*** (0.029) -0.146*** (0.029) -0.162*** (0.024) -0.018*** (0.005) 0.000** (0.000)



-0.384*** (0.028) -0.140*** (0.027) -0.139*** (0.025) -0.014*** (0.004) 0.000 (0.000)



-0.340*** (0.029) -0.145*** (0.029) -0.162*** (0.024) -0.018*** (0.005) 0.000** (0.000)



-0.340*** (0.029) -0.145*** (0.029) -0.160*** (0.024) -0.018*** (0.004) 0.000** (0.000)



yes 0.288 1911



yes 0.326 1911



-0.366*** (0.028) -0.138*** (0.027) -0.159*** (0.024) -0.018*** (0.005) 0.000** (0.000) ... yes 0.294 1911



yes 0.288 1911



yes 0.288 1911



All regressions include region fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the regional level to account for spatial dependence.
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East German Households Appendix Table 6 - East Germany



Ties to Relatives ’91



Gender Age ’90 (Age ’90)2



R2 N



Income (log, SOEP) 1992 1993 (3) (4)



1990 (1)



1991 (2)



1994 (5)



1995 (6)



0.058 (0.036)



0.047 (0.041)



0.078* (0.041)



0.046 (0.032)



0.068* (0.036)



0.057 (0.040)



-0.130*** (0.024) 0.067*** (0.005) -0.001*** (0.000)



-0.116*** (0.028) 0.051*** (0.005) -0.001*** (0.000)



-0.119*** (0.025) 0.038*** (0.007) -0.000*** (0.000)



-0.130*** (0.026) 0.035*** (0.006) -0.000*** (0.000)



-0.129*** (0.028) 0.026*** (0.004) -0.000*** (0.000)



-0.139*** (0.030) 0.024*** (0.005) -0.000*** (0.000)



0.399 1506



0.283 1492



0.255 1473



0.260 1462



0.221 1474



0.228 1506



Notes: The table reports coefficient estimates from weighted least squares regressions at the household level. It uses the sample of households located in East Germany in both 1990 and 1995. The inverse of the sampling probability provided by SOEP is used as weights. Standard errors, clustered at the region level to account for spatial correlation, are given in parentheses. The dependent variable is the log of the household income in the specified year. The explanatory variable of interest is a dummy indicating ties to relatives in West Germany. All specifications include a full set of region fixed effects. See data appendix for details on the construction of our variables.
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Heterogenous Effects Household-level Table 9 - Heterogenous Effects (1) (2) (3) Income ’95/’89 (log) Ties × Age Group below 40 Ties × Age Group 40-51 Ties × Age Group 52-62 Ties × Age Group above 62



0.092* (0.051) -0.052 (0.044) 0.108** (0.052) 0.063* (0.037)



Ties to Relatives ’91



0.046* (0.026) 0.011 (0.047)



Ties × Capital Income ’89 (75th percentile) Ties × Capital Income ’89 (95th percentile) R2 N



0.052** (0.024)



-0.036 (0.112) 0.448 1911



0.290 1911



0.288 1911



Notes: Standard errors, clustered at the region level in parentheses. All regressions include region fixed effects, household income in 1989 and income growth between 1985 and 1989, as well as the gender, age and age squared of the household head.
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A Social Multiplier I



Suppose household income is affected by a “macroeconomic” (µ) and a “social” (ζ) multiplier.  log



yir,1995 yir,1989







   yir,1995 = µEr log + ζEr [Tir ] + βTir + Zir γ + εir yir,1989 ζ+β 1−µ .



I



Region-level regression identifies jointly



I



β = 0.05, guess µ = 0.2 (?) → ζ = 0.22



→ A one s.d. rise in Er [Tir ] (0.14) makes households with ties 8.8% and households without ties 3.08% richer. I



Plausible? Assume that: I I



random social network of friends within West German regions having a friend who has relatives in East is 12 as good as having a relative yourself



→ Average household has 2ζ/0.05 = 8.8 friends within the region. Back



PANEL B Share Ties to Relatives Income 1989 (p.c., log) Distance to East (100km) Income ’89/’85 (p.c., log)



(1) Income Growth 95/89 0.338* (0.197) -0.198** (0.098) 0.019 (0.012) -0.334** (0.153)
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